Multivariate Analysis of Laser-Induced Tissue Ablation: Ex Vivo Liver Testing
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Abstract: A number of laser parameters are often regulated to enhance ablation efficiency during laser surgery. As one of clinical treatments, laser removal of benign prostate hyperplasia has been well accepted by surgical urologists. However, due to complex interactions of the surgical parameters, the procedure is still lengthy and dependent upon the surgeon’s skill and experience. The aim of the current study is to evaluate the feasibility of response surface method (RSM) to comprehend ablative interactions of multi-parameters and to identify the optimal ablation rate (AR). As a surrogate model in the feasibility study, bovine liver tissue was utilized for ex vivo ablation testing. Three laser parameters pertinent to laser prostatectomy were selected: power (P), treatment speed (TS), and beam spot (BS). As a three-level fractional factorial RSM, Box Behnken design (BBD) was employed to identify the range of each parameter for achieving the optimal AR. The results showed that regardless of TS, AR was linearly contingent on both P and BS due to high irradiance. TS of 6~7 mm/s induced the maximal AR when P of 180 W and BS of 0.4 mm². The corresponding volumetric density energy yielded an ablation volume of 80 mm², which was close to a transition to volumetric saturation. The BBD-based model showed a good agreement with the experimental data in terms of ablation volume. The proposed multivariate parametric analysis can be an efficient design method to identify the optimal conditions for laser therapeutics. Further investigations will be performed on prostatic tissue to validate the proposed approach and to explore various optimization processes.
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1. Introduction

For decades, therapeutic laser systems have been developed and successfully employed for clinical applications in various fields such as dentistry, ophthalmology, and urology [1]. In order to achieve efficient tissue removal and minimal thermal injury, a number of laser parameters have been evaluated, including wavelength, pulse duration, energy/power, and beam size [1,2]. In addition, a variety of surgical parameters have been investigated in terms of movement technique, repetition, and irradiation time for maximizing ablation outcomes [1,3]. However, due to complex interactions among the parameters, laser-induced tissue ablation still requires rigorous testing to identify the optimal conditions and eventually to ensure efficacy and safety during laser treatment.

One successful laser treatment is vaporization of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), also called laser prostatectomy. Symptomatic BPH is one of urological diseases that occur to men aged 40 years or older [4,5]. Excessive growth of stromal tissue in the peripheral zone of the prostate causes obstruction of urination, eventually leading to dysuria, nocturia, and frequent urge [4,6]. Other than medications that merely suppress the enlargement of the prostate, a number of surgical treatments have been developed to treat BPH, such as radiofrequency (transurethral resection of the prostate; TURP), laser,
microwave, and high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) [7,8]. Among various methods, the laser prostatectomy has widely been accepted by surgical urologists due to hemostatic and rapid tissue removal and low complications [9]. During the laser prostatectomy, urologists typically insert an optical fiber through the urethra to deliver high laser power and then maneuver the fiber to remove prostatic tissue. Thus, various surgical parameters, such as laser power, fiber size, working distance, and movement speed, are simultaneously regulated to achieve favorable clinical outcomes [3,10,11]. In particular, the laser power has recently been increased to treat large prostate glands (>80 cc) and eventually to reduce the procedure time [12]. However, the efficacy of the laser prostatectomy is still contingent upon the surgeon’s skills, which needs more systematic approaches to optimize the surgical parameters and to attain more effective laser prostatectomy. In fact, most surgical urologists are still dependent upon their clinical experience to select the treatment parameters. Thus, the multivariate optimization of the surgical parameters is still necessary to reveal favorable treatment conditions and eventually to provide quantitative training for the laser prostatectomy.

In order to improve laser-induced ablation process, design of experiments (DOE) can be used to determine the optimal settings for the critical factors in the tissue ablation [13]. Through DOE, by selecting factors and levels that affect the performance of the ablation process, one can investigate the effect of each factor at more than one setting. A full factorial design is the most common experimental design when the purpose is to determine the critical factors and the range of the values in the study. It can evaluate every possible combination between all the factors. With an increase of a number of factors, the number of experiments in the full factorial design increases exponentially. Instead, a fractional factorial can be employed to acquire information of interactions with fewer experiments. The simplest assumption for the factorial design is the two-level approach, which assumes that there are only two levels for each factor in the natural linear process. In order to fit the output responses in a curved response surfaces, response surface method (RSM) uses additional points that can help estimate the higher-order interactions [14]. Central composite designs (CCD) and Box–Behnken designs (BBD) are the most widely used RSM design [14,15]. CCD is for fitting quadratic response surfaces by employing extra levels including the center point in addition to the two-level full-factorial. On the other hand, BBD is a three-level fractional factorial RSM design for fitting the second-order response surfaces, which is mostly useful when extreme treatment combinations are required to avoid.

The purpose of the current research was to investigate the feasible application of RSM to reveal ablative interactions of multi-parameters and to optimize surgical parameters for the maximum tissue ablation efficiency. It was hypothesized that the statistical approach could not only reduce the number of tests but also could explore the optimal conditions for laser therapeutics. Due to easy procurement and tissue abundance, bovine liver was used as a surrogate model for the current feasibility study. Multivariate analysis with three-level BBD was employed to comprehend individual or interactive effects of various ablation parameters. Ex vivo tissue removal was investigated in light of three surgical variables for identifying the optimal ablation conditions.

2. Methods

In order to apply BBD for tissue ablation, three laser parameters were selected: power (P), treatment speed (TS), and beam size (BS). The selected parameters were considered significant factors that could affect clinical outcomes of laser prostatectomy. Using the three laser parameters, BBD was implemented to optimize the rate of tissue removal. Since it is desirable to avoid the extreme values for the three variables (P, TS, and BS) in the ablation process, BBD was a preferred method, compared with CCD [14]. Table 1 shows the coded factor levels for BBD for three-level and three-variable system. The levels of +1, −1, and 0 mean the high, low, and middle values, respectively. Two-level full factorial was repeated three times for two factors (i.e., levels of +1 and −1) while keeping one factor at the middle value (i.e., level of 0). For example, the first set of four points in Table 1 was to keep BS at the middle value with two-level full factorials for P and TS. Then, P and TS were set at the middle value in that order. Lastly, the center points (C) were added to provide stability and to estimate curvature.
Generally, three-factor BBD uses three center points. Thus, the total number of the sample points was 15. The selected samples in the BBD are displayed in Figure 1a. The samples are at the center of the edges and in the center of the design space.

**Table 1. Coded factor levels for Box–Behnken design for three-variable system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>P*</th>
<th>TS*</th>
<th>BS*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C**</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P = power, TS = treatment speed, and BS = beam size, ** C = central point.
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**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of parametric analysis: (a) Box–Behnken Design (BBD); (b) experimental setup for laser-induced tissue ablation.

Figure 1b shows an experimental setup of ex vivo laser-induced tissue ablation. For the current feasibility study, bovine liver tissue was selected as a surrogate model due to easy procurement and abundance. Unlike prostatic tissue, the liver tissue could be sufficiently prepared for a wide range of repeated tests. In spite of different optical properties, the bovine liver could thus be the proper sample for the initial testing particularly to reduce the number of test conditions. The liver tissue was procured from a local slaughterhouse. All the samples were prepared in a size of 2 × 2 cm² and stored at 4 °C in saline to prevent any dehydration and structural deformation prior to laser testing. Each specimen was placed in a tissue holder and covered with a metal plate containing a rectangular aperture (1 × 1 cm²). Thus, the tissue surface exposed through the aperture was merely ablated during the irradiation. A motion controller was used to manipulate the movement of the tissue holder along the x-y-z directions. The controller thereby determined both beam size (distance-dependent) and treatment speed. A customized quasi-Q-switched 532 nm laser system was employed to irradiate high power laser light on the tissue surface and to achieve photothermal ablation. A 600-μm multi-mode optical fiber (flat-ended; NA = 0.22) was used to deliver the laser.
fiber (flat-ended; NA = 0.22) was used to deliver the laser light to the targeted tissue. The physical distance between the fiber tip and the tissue surface regulated various beam spot sizes. During the tissue ablation, saline was supplied to the irradiated spot at 5.6 mL/min for convective cooling and fiber tip cleaning to emulate clinical situations. Table 2 summarizes three-level values of each parameter for ablation experiments. As clinical laser systems can deliver power levels ranging from 120 to 200 W, the three values (120, 160, and 200 W) were selected for P [12]. Based upon previous studies and clinical conditions, the three values for TS and BS were chosen, respectively [3,9,16]. According to Figure 1a, the three levels for each parameter included low, middle, and high values. Based upon TS, the total irradiation times were determined as 10, 2, and 1.1 s for 1, 5, and 9 mm/s, respectively. Each condition was independently tested five times (N = 5) by following the BBD plans as shown in Figure 1a.

Table 2. Three-level values of each parameter for experimental matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low Value (-1)</th>
<th>Middle Value (0)</th>
<th>High Value (+1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power (P)</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>160 W</td>
<td>200 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Speed (TS)</td>
<td>1 mm/s</td>
<td>5 mm/s</td>
<td>9 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Size (BS)</td>
<td>0.4 mm²</td>
<td>1.1 mm²</td>
<td>1.8 mm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 illustrates post-experimental analysis on ablated bovine tissues. Each specimen was vertically cross-sectioned along y-axis by 1-mm thickness (dt). A total of 10 cross-sections were prepared, and a digital camera was used to photograph all the cross-sections (i.e., y–z plane). Image J (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) was then implemented to detect the boundary of each ablated crater in the acquired image and to estimate the detected area (A). Ten quantified areas (i.e., A₁–A₁₀) were integrated in terms of the cross-section thickness (dt) to estimate ablation volume (mm³) for each condition. The corresponding ablation rate (AR; mm³/s) was also calculated by dividing the ablation volume by a total irradiation time. Minitab (Minitab 17, State Collage, PA, USA) was also used to implement a response surface method and to assess the effect of all the parameters on ablation efficiency for eventually determining the optimal therapeutic conditions. For statistical analysis, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, and p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of volume quantification on ablated tissue (dt: tissue thickness, A: ablated area, and V: estimated ablation volume).
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 demonstrates cross-sectional images of the liver tissue ablated at various conditions; (a) constant P of 160 W; (b) constant TS of 5 mm/s; and (c) constant BS of 1.1 mm². The tissue section represents the central vertical cross-section. In the case of constant P, significantly more tissue ablation (20.9 ± 3.3 mm²) occurred with slower TS and smaller BS (left image; Figure 3a) due to higher irradiance along with longer interaction time (i.e., 400 W/mm² and 10 s for left image). On the other hand, the highest TS and the largest BS resulted in relatively smaller irradiance (89 W/mm²) and shorter interaction time (1 s), leading to superficial tissue ablation (3.2 ± 0.3 mm² for right image; p < 0.05). Thus, it was noted that both TS and BS were deterministic factors for tissue ablation. Figure 3b demonstrated that for constant TS, the degree of tissue removal (6.9 ± 0.8, 6.5 ± 0.6, and 5.3 ± 0.7 J/mm² for left, middle, and right images, respectively) increased in the order of irradiance (i.e., 300, 145, and 111 W/mm² for left, middle, and right images, respectively). However, compared to Figure 3a, the increase rate of the tissue ablation was relatively less evident (6.5-fold for Figure 3a vs. 1.3-fold for Figure 3b), implicating that in spite of constant TS, the variations in other parameters (P and BS) could interactively compensate ablation efficiency. Lastly, constant BS in Figure 3c showed that the ablation efficiency increased with decreasing TS and increasing P. In spite of 40% lower irradiance (109 W/mm²), the left image showed almost two-fold enhancement in the ablated area (12.4 ± 4.4 mm²; p < 0.05), compared with the right image (6.8 ± 0.8 mm² and 180 W/mm²). TS was thus more deterministic than P on the ablation efficiency, given the constant values of BS. Therefore, according to Figure 3, three parameters interactively affected the degree of tissue removal particularly after application of high laser power.
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**Figure 3.** Images of ablated tissue at various testing conditions: (a) constant power (160 W); (b) constant treatment speed (5 mm/s); (c) constant beam size (1.1 mm²). Bar = 1 mm.

To investigate parametric effects of P, TS, and BS on ablation efficiency, BBD was performed. Figure 4 exhibits parametric analysis on AR as a function of P, TS, and BS. Two parameters were evaluated simultaneously while another parameter was fixed (fixed parameters: (a) TS; (b) BS; and (c) P). The upper images represented a low value of the fixed parameter whereas the lower images showed a high value of the fixed one. In the case of the fixed TS (Figure 4a), both the high and
the low values demonstrate that AR was maximized at P ranging between 180 and 200 W and BS of 0.4 mm². Thus, AR was linearly contingent upon both P (proportional) and BS (inversely proportional) at the fixed TS, in that high P and low BS can result in high irradiance. Figure 4b with the fixed BS presents that AR was still maximized at P of 180–200 W, which was similar to Figure 4a. However, the optimal TS ranged between 6 and 7 mm/s, which was quite larger than the low value of TS (1 mm/s; longer irradiation time). The current finding implies that longer interaction time (i.e., slower TS) was hardly necessary to maximize AR. In fact, the beam divergence from the fiber could reduce the irradiance lower than ablation threshold as the ablation crater became deeper. Furthermore, clinical laser prostatectomy considers both the amount of tissue removal and the total lasing time equally significant. Lastly, Figure 4c exhibits that for both high and low values of P, AR was maximized at BS of 0.4 mm² and TS of 6–7 mm/s, which was comparable to Figure 4a,b.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Parametric analysis on ablation rate (mm³/s) with fixed parameters: (a) treatment speed (TS); (b) beam size (BS); (c) power (P).

In an attempt to assess collective effects of laser parameters, laser-induced ablation volume was quantified as a function of volumetric energy density (VED = P/[TS × BS]; J/mm³) as shown in Figure 5. Since VED represents the amount of laser energy that was used to remove 1 mm³ of tissue, the correlation between the ablation volume and VED could evaluate the overall ablation efficiency. According to Figure 5, the BBD model was validated by using the experimental data, in that a comparable tendency was found in the variations in ablation volume (p = 0.36). Regardless of the data sets, the ablation volume initially increased with VED but became saturated at higher VEDs. As the maximum ablation volume of 209 mm³ occurred at VED of 400 J/mm³, the highest VED should be selected to merely maximize the total tissue removal by increasing P and/or decreasing both TS and BS. Although VED effectively described the overall variations in the ablation volume, the increase rate (i.e., slope) of the ablation volume suddenly decreased at around 100 J/mm³. Furthermore, to shorten laser prostatectomy times, particularly for treating large prostate glands, AR could be a more crucial factor for optimization of the ablation conditions. According to the current BBD results, the optimal VED ranged from 71 (P = 200 W, TS = 7 mm/s, and BS = 0.4 mm²) to 75 J/mm³ (P = 180 W, TS = 6 mm/s, and BS = 0.4 mm²). Thus, the corresponding ablation volume was approximately 80 mm³ (Figure 5). It can be conceived that the optimal parameters for laser prostatectomy could be identified prior to the onset of volumetric saturation in tissue (i.e., maximizing P and TS and minimizing BS). Both P and BS yielded a linear correlation with AR, in that the two parameters can determine the spatial distribution of power on the tissue surface.
(i.e., irradiance). On the other hand, TS showed a non-linear (i.e., parabolic) correlation with AR, implicating that due to beam divergence and the resultant irradiance, the interaction time between laser and tissue should be optimized to achieve high ablation efficiency. In addition, unlike P and BS that are typically determined by laser system and optical fiber (device-dependent), TS is controlled by urologists during laser prostatectomy (surgeon-dependent) [16,17]. Thus, the training on fiber movement during laser treatment would be instrumental in attaining better clinical outcomes [3]. However, the current study merely focused on ablation efficiency rather than safety. In order to enhance clinical results, the degree of tissue coagulation should additionally be considered during BBD analysis as thermal injury in tissue considerably determines wound healing after laser prostatectomy. Moreover, liver tissue was tested for the current study, which hardly reflects fibrous prostatic tissue. Thus, further BBD investigations on canine prostate models will be pursued to identify the optimal surgical parameters by considering blood perfusion, tissue denaturation, and chronic healing response. In-depth parametric optimization may further ensure efficacy and safety of laser prostatectomy for BPH patients.

The purpose of the current study was to identify the maximal ablation rate to facilitate laser prostatectomy on large prostate glands (>80 cc) for clinical translation. According to Figure 5, a higher VED yielded a larger removal of tissue. For instance, at the VED of 500 J/mm³, the corresponding AR is 20.5 mm³/s (=ablation volume of 205 mm³/irradiation time of 10 s). On the other hand, the optimal VED found in this study was estimated to be 75 J/mm³ (Figure 4), which resulted in almost 50 mm³/s (=80 mm³/1.7 s). Although the difference in the ablation volume between the maximal and the optimal VEDs (i.e., 500 vs. 80 J/mm³) was 2.6-fold, the optimal VED could yield 140% faster removal of tissue due to shorter interaction times. Given the same irradiation time, the optimal VED could ablate more tissue due to high AR. In clinical situations, the typical size of large prostates for BPH treatment ranges from 80 to 120 cc [12]. Based upon the current findings, surgical urologists can remove 100 cc of prostate in around 34 min at the optimal VED while removing the same size in approximately 80 min at the maximal VED. However, it should be noted that the average clinical procedure for a 100 cc prostate gland takes around 120 min, which is 1.5–3.5 times long as the estimated procedure times [12]. One of the explanations could [18] be tissue component. Unlike BPH consisting of stromal tissue [6], the liver is glandular tissue, which is relatively easy to ablate and can thus be associated with a lower ablation threshold (i.e., high AR). Furthermore, optical properties of the liver are greatly different from those of prostate. For instance, the absorption coefficient of the liver at 532 nm is 4.5-fold higher than that of the prostate (i.e., 10.9 cm⁻¹ for liver vs. 2.4 cm⁻¹ for prostate [18]). Although easy and abundant procurement of the liver tissue was quite beneficial for the current feasibility testing,
the tissue properties could substantially affect the ablative tissue responses. Another explanation is the progress of thermal denaturation of the collagen in the prostatic tissue, which is thermo-mechanically resistant to the laser ablation process. Further investigations on collagenous tissue are currently underway in order to compare with the current findings. Specifically, two consecutive tests with (1) bull/canine prostate and (2) cadaveric human prostate will be conducted to validate the proposed parametric analysis for clinical translation in terms of ablation efficiency.

4. Conclusions

The current multivariate analysis demonstrated parametric approaches to determine the optimal ablation conditions for laser prostatectomy. Due to linear and quadratic effects of laser parameters, three-level BBD design was able to identify the parameter values (180–200 W, 6–7 mm/s, and 0.4 mm²) for the maximal AR. For clinical translation into laser prostatectomy, the proposed parametric analysis will be validated with fibrotic prostate tissue in terms of ablation efficiency. The application of three-level RSM design can be a feasible and simple way to identify the optimal ablation parameters for providing quantitative training for laser prostatectomy and eventually achieving better clinical outcomes.
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